The optimal train operation which minimizes sum of supplied energy from substations is presented in this paper. In recent years, the energy storage devices have enough energy and power density to use in trains as on-board energy storage. The electric double layer capacitor (EDLC) is assumed as an energy storage device in our study, because of its high power density. The on-board storage can assist the acceleration/deceleration of the train and may decrease energy consumption. Many works on the application of the energy storage devices to trains were reported, however, they did not deal enough with the optimality of the control of the devices. On the other hand, our previous works were to optimize acceleration/deceleration commands of the train for minimizing energy consumption without the energy storage device. Therefore, we intend to optimize acceleration/deceleration commands together with current commands through energy storage devices as our next research target. The proposed method can determine the optimal acceleration/deceleration and current commands at every sampling point. For this purpose, the optimal control problem of the train operation is formulated mathematically. It is generally difficult to solve the problem because the problem is composed of a large-scale non-linear system. However, the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) can be applied to solve the problem. Two results with and without on-board energy storage device are compared. These optimized results indicate that the total energy consumption is reduced by at least 0.35% by using the EDLC. The relation between internal resistance and energy consumption is also revealed.
Introduction
In recent years, the energy storage devices have enough energy and power density to use in trains as on-board energy storage. The devices are for instance, a secondary battery and an Electric Double Layer Capacitor (EDLC). Above all, the EDLC has advantages such as maintenance free, long lifetime, rapid charge/discharge with large current and high efficiency. Therefore, the EDLC is the most suitable to equip trains as an auxiliary power supply. The on-board EDLC is useful because of the following two reasons. Firstly, it decreases the loss of circuit resistance by compensating voltage drop. Secondly, it enables us to utilize and recycle regenerative power efficiently and prevent regenerative failure.
Many works on the application of the energy storage devices to trains were reported. However, from an energy-saving point of view, they did not deal enough with the optimality of the control of the devices. On the other hand, our previous works [1, 2] was to optimize notch commands which determine the acceleration/deceleration force in the train without energy storage devices. We optimize notch commands together with charge/discharge commands with making use of the experience of our previous study. It is significant to investigate the optimal charge/discharge command minimizing energy consumption in order to maximize the effect of installing the EDLC.
In this paper, we intend to formulate the optimal control problem of the train operation to find notch and charge/discharge commands which minimize amount of consumed energy, propose how to solve it, discuss the optimized results and find knowledge of the optimal operation. The knowledge will be applied to the future charge/discharge controllers for EDLCs.
Modeling of DC feeding Circuit
We modeled a DC feeding circuit when there is only one train between substations.
The model circuit appears in fig. 1 . In this figure, V s and R 0 are the supply voltage and the internal resistance at a substation respectively. The values of R 1 and R 2 are wire resistances. These resistance values are proportional to the distance between the train and substation position. Positions of substations and stations are shown in fig. 2 . The constants C and R c are the capacitance and internal resistance in the capacitor respectively.
It is necessary to convert voltage by using a chopper because the voltage difference is high between the pantograph and capacitor. The chopper characteristic is too complicated to be examined in detail here. Therefore, we solved the circuit equation on the assumption that the chopper efficiency is 95%.
In addition, the energy consumption in the train is regarded as constant in short time because acceleration/deceleration commands do not change often. The motor-inverters of the train are modeled as a current load that helps solving circuit equations simply. 
Formulation of optimal control problem
We formulated the optimal control problem in this section. Here, variables are defined as follows. Control inputs n and u determine the acceleration/deceleration force and charge/discharge current through the capacitor, respectively. They are defined as table 1. State variables x, v and V c indicate the train position, speed and capacitor voltage, respectively. Variable V T is the voltage at the pantograph. In fact, it is a state variable if control inputs are determined and the circuit equation can be solved. However, we defined V T as the auxiliary variable because it is difficult to solve circuit equations analytically. Additionally, these all variables depend on time t. The optimal control problem is described as follows, mathematically. 
Subject to the following equality and inequality constraintṡ
where I s sum of load currents supplied by substations I c current through the capacitor f ,r acceleration/deceleration force and running resistance per kg P T electric power supplied to motor-inverters of the train We defined functions as below.
Here, m e and g e are motor/generator efficiency. Wire resistances R 1 and R 2 are given in eqn. (16) when the position of the departure station is defined as x = 0. The constants L a and L b indicate the distance from the departure and arrival station to the substation1 and substation2 shown in fig. 1 . The constant r 0 is the wire resistance per meter. The constant c e is the chopper efficiency. The constant I c max is the rated value of the current from the capacitor. Additionally, maximum acceleration/deceleration characteristics, such as the control input n is 1 or -1, and running resistance are given in fig. 3 . these characteristics are influenced by the voltage at the pantograph V T . Especially, we assume that the braking system is the air supplement control. In short, the use of electrical and mechanical blended braking system is considered if the regenerative braking force is not enough for the specific braking force. Moreover, we are not concerned with the characteristic of the squeezing control because we also assume the regenerative power can be absorbed at substations.
The absorbed power can be accounted in eqn. 
Optimization method
We show the optimization method for solving the optimal control problem. The optimal control problem is solved by Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP). SQP is an optimization method to solve a general nonlinear programming problem. A general optimal control problem with equality and inequality constraints can be written as Minimize :
where ω = (n, u, V T , x, v, V c ) is the vector of variables, J is the objective function, g and h are equality and inequality constraints, n g and n h are the number of equality and inequality constraints. Next, the objective function is expressed using the second order approximation around the feasible point ω (k) . Similarly, equality and inequality constraints are also expressed as the first order approximation around the feasible point ω (k) in problem (19). The transformed problem is shown as
, B k is positive definite matrix. In general, the problem (20) can be solved by the interior point method [3, 4] . The optimization result of the problem (20) is a search direction d k .
Here, we define merit function as
where µ is a large positive constant. Finally, we have to find α to minimize
is the next feasible point. Consequently, The optimization problem (19) can be solved by iterating the following procedure.
Step 1) give the initial feasible point ω (0) , and set k = 0
Step 2) solve problem (20), and obtain a search direction d k
Step 3) stop iteration if the norm ||d k || is less than 10 −6 . Step 4) find α minimizing the merit function, and obtain the next feasible point ω (k+1)
Step 5) set k = k + 1, and return step2
Optimization result
Optimization results are presented in this section. Specific parameters are presented as table 2. Here, the continuous time formulation must be transformed to a discrete time program in order to apply SQP to the optimal control problem. Therefore, ∆t is defined as the sampling interval. In addition, the final capacitor voltage is given to equal the initial one. So, the capacitor does not have to be charged when the train arrives at the station. We show three optimization results when the train run on straight line without speed limitations and gradients. Case 1 is the optimization result of the train without the capacitor. Case 1: The optimization result is shown in fig. 4 . The optimal train operation consists of the maximum acceleration, reduced acceleration by degrees, coasting and maximum deceleration. In previous works [1, 2] , we obtained the similar optimization result. Therefore, these results indicate the reliability of the proposed method.
Case 2: fig. 5(a) shows the optimization result in case that R c is 0.3 [Ω] . The optimal control input n do not differ from one in case 1. Next, we examine charge/discharge characteristics of the capacitor. As supplied power to the train is higher, discharge current is higher. Similarly, this pattern of the charge characteristic is also represented when the train decelerates. Qualitatively, this fig. 5(b) . In this case, there is also little variation in control input n. However, the optimal charge/discharge command includes two significant difference compared to Case 2. Firstly, the capacitor voltage reaches the value of the lower limitation when control input n changes from acceleration to coast at about time 50 [s] . Secondly, substations supply the power with a small current for charging the capacitor when the train coasts. It is found from the result that the capacitor is utilized effectively. Finally, the total energy consumption is 26.74 [MJ] . Compared with Case 1, the total energy consumption is reduced about 2.92%. The result indicates that energy-saving effect is higher if the interior resistance of the capacitor is lower in the future. 
Conclusion
This paper presents the optimal train operation with EDLC minimizing energy consumption. SQP can be applied to the formulated optimal control problem with discrete-time transformation. As a result, it is found that the energy consumption supplied from substations can be reduced by using on-board energy storage device effectively. Compared with the train without EDLC, the total energy consumption is reduced by 0.35% and 2.92% in Case 1 and Case 2 respectively. It is also clarified that the EDLC should not fully discharge when the internal resistance is high. A further direction of this study will be to optimize the train operation problem which has more complicated running conditions, for example, speed limitations and gradients.
